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KEBERADAAN FURNITURE DALAM MEMBENTUK SUASANA RUANG PADA PROYEK – PROYEK DESAIN INTERIOR PT. BANK CAPITAL

During the internship in Djuhara + Djuhara Architects, practition placed as an assistant architect which in charge of helping senior architect. While helping senior architect doing his assignment, practition was included in few design interior projects, especially in designing layout of furnitures for Interior design project. In the execution of the work, practition was instructed to design 3D model of furniture, and also start making architectural drawing such as plan, elevation, and section. In designing furnitures, practition was faced with many new furniture dimensions that practition never knew before. In order to achieve aesthetic value in design, practition was also given a chance to do color-picking for material which was one of important elements that needs more attention in furniture design. In internship, practition was also faced with some revision processes. Those processes have made practition evaluate some mistakes that practition made before in the field. With the existence internship activites, practition get a lot of experience and knowledge about design interior, especially about designing and making architectural drawing from furniture.
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